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Introduction 

• Forensics Challenges in analysing Linux memory dumps:
• Address Randomisation
• Kernel Version Identification

• Proposed Solution:
• Using Relocation Entries
• codeid-elf
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Design Rationale (1)

• S be one of the obtained signatures. S=<ptr, offset>

• Let P(i) refer to the ith page in memory. 

• Base address in Memory be Bm 

• Base address in disk be Dm, then the following is true:
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Design Rationale (2)
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Fingerprinting and Derandomization

● Generate Signatures 
for all known versions.

● Match all the 
signatures to a 
memory dump for 
version 
identification.

● Match single page for 
address 
derandomization.
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Implementation (1)

• Leveraging known utilities for signature extraction: 
readelf

• Implemented in a mixture of C and Python
• Only relevant relocation entry is R_386_32

• According to standards, direct replacement of relocated 
address

• As opposed to the PC relative address
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Implementation (2): PAGE DETECTION

• Could have just done the whole executable at once. Why?

• All pages were not detected

• Some pages no relocs (less than 2%)

• Some relocs changed at runtime

• Therefore, page-level analysis was performed
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Implementation (3): Version Detection

• Run for all known versions

• Pick the version with the highest number of page matches

• Just want derandomization?

• Just extract a single page or a couple of pages

• Faster as opposed to trying the whole executable
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Implementation (4): Workflow
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Gathering Data

• Avoid compiling a lot of kernels

• Easier to create the vmlinux executable inside the kernel

• Memory snapshot via vmware vmss2core utility

• Created 22 different kernel versions this way

• Standard kernels used to evaluate
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Custom Kernels?

• Are they different? As long as 

• They have elf binaries

• They have relocs of type R_386_32

• Fingerprinting the executable using executable structure 

and properties

• Expectedly kernel independent
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Evaluation (1): Metrics

• Relocation Prevalence and Code Coverage? Snip:
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Evaluation (2): Page Hit Rate and Detection
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Evaluation (3): Fingerprint Similarity
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Evaluation (4): Performance Measures
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Optimisation Measures

• Resample Fingerprints

• Intelligently create a subset of signatures 

• Decreasing the number of signatures 

• Without sacrificing code coverage 

• Decreasing relocation prevalence

• Implementing completely in C

• For kernels, scan just areas where kernels are likely to be 

found. (Kernel Ranges)
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Takeaways

• Very simple to understand and implement

• Low number of pages with no relocation entries

• High code coverage and prevalence

• Fingerprints are mostly unique

• In experiments, except for 4.11.0-14-generic and 

4.11.0-13-generic
• Technique works for both derandomization and version 

identification
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Comparison to Similar Works
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Conclusion

• High page hit rate

• Always derandomized addresses correctly

• Over 99% page hit rate

• Similarity of Relocations Low 

• Versions detected correctly every time

• Extendable to other executables 
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Future Works

• Extend the relocs method to other user-space binaries

• Test it on other custom kernels 

• Extend this to other architectures like ARM

• Use this in preliminary Malware Analysis
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